Transcript for Telstra Kids video – 20 April 2017
Background music: Whistling tune, upbeat
Girl in black jacket: This is my robot and its name is Mr Help, because it can do anything you don’t
like to do. Like, I don’t like making my bed, or, doing chores like laundry
Boy in blue top: Everyone in this room has been drawing, and we’ve been drawing robots that we
may need in the future
Two girls together: STEAM is…
Second two girls together: Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics
Girl in green jacket: My robot’s name is Bob and I just thought of the name while I was drawing it,
and I just like the name Bob
Girl in cream jumper: It prepares for when you’re older, when you want to look for a job.
Mathematics will help if you want to be a soccer player, you have to know the angle to kick the ball.
Ah, if you want to be an engineerer (sic) it just works
Girl in green jacket: I was going to call him Fred, but then somebody else called their Robot Fred, so I
didn’t really want to copy
Girl in black top: Well this will help people that can’t really…
Boy in blue top: (whispers) It’s upside down
Girl in black top: (laughs) No it isn’t
Girl in cream jumper: When it walks it picks up dirt anything that’s germs and all that, that affects
the earth
Girl in denim jacket: I just really like how technology can do many things
Boy in blue top: And I’ve drawn this one that is lava proof
Girl in long black top: And then the hands a defibrillators, it’s basically programmed to restart their
heart
Girl in denim jacket: People that have disabilities they can have robots that help them
Boy in blue top: There are boosters, so it can travel, through lava
Girl in pink top: What we are learning now in STEAM you need for most jobs
Girl in denim jacket: Yeh
Girl in black jacket: Up top (high five)
Boy in blue top: Yes it is
Girl in black top: No it isn’t. This isn’t. And people that can’t really do things it helps.

